Abstract-This paper describes a systematic method to partition the kinetic energy (KE) of a free-wheeling wheelchair. An ultralightweight rigid frame wheelchair was instrumented with two axle-mounted encoders and data acquisition equipment to accurately measure the velocity of the drive wheels. A mathematical model was created combining physical specifications and geometry of the wheelchair and its components. Two able-bodied subjects propelled the wheelchair over four courses that involved straight and turning maneuvers at differing speeds. The KE of the wheelchair was divided into three components: translational, rotational, and turning energy. This technique was sensitive to the changing contributions of the three energy components across maneuvers. Translational energy represented the major component of total KE in all maneuvers except a zero radius turn in which turning energy was dominant. Both translational and rotational energies are directly related to wheelchair speed. Partitioning KE offers a useful means of investigating the dynamics of a moving wheelchair. The described technique permits analysis of KE imparted to the wheelchair during maneuvers involving changes in speed and direction, which are most representative of mobility in everyday life. This technique can be used to study the effort required to maneuver different types and configurations of wheelchairs.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANUAL wheelchairs provide independent mobility for people with disabilities. However, wheelchairs have been identified as limiting community participation [1] . A number of factors influence the extent to which manual wheelchairs meet the needs of individual users including the effort required to maneuver the wheelchair. Previous studies have addressed the efficiency of handrim propulsion, the most common means of wheelchair locomotion. Time to perform locomotive activities [2] , effective handrim forces [3] , [4] , and metabolic cost have been used to determine efficiency of manual propulsion [5] , [6] . From a mechanical design standpoint, the effort required to propel is dependent on wheelchair design and configuration and how these parameters impact wheelchair propulsion. Investigating the kinetics of the wheelchair during freewheeling maneuvers is, therefore, important to understand mechanical efficiency and performance. This knowledge may serve as guidance for wheelchair users, clinicians, and manufacturers when selecting or developing wheelchairs that meet the needs and expectations of users. Maneuvering a manual wheelchair requires applying forces on the handrims in a repetitive motion that, in long term, may cause upper limb overuse injuries, impacting independence and quality of life. Several studies have shown high prevalence of upper limb injuries among manual wheelchair users [7] , [8] , and the importance of muscular strength and endurance, proper biomechanics, and the use of suitable wheelchairs have been highlighted as important factors affecting mobility performance [9] - [11] . While most wheelchair propulsion research has focused on user biomechanics, little is known about how the mechanical characteristics of the equipment influence the dynamics of the entire system, comprised of the user and the chair. Furthermore, manual wheelchair mobility in real life has been shown to be composed of relatively short bouts of mobility [12] . Studying wheelchair mobility in a manner that reflects daily wheeling is therefore important to understand the mechanical interaction between the equipment and user.
The overall propulsion efficiency of a wheelchair is based on a combination of factors, both biomechanical and mechanical. Most research has focused on the biomechanical factors of propulsion, using physiological, kinetic, and kinematic variables. Previous studies have shown the impact of changing wheelchair configurations on the kinematics of handrim usage [13] , muscle activity [14] , [15] , velocity and acceleration [16] , forces applied on the handrim [17] - [19] . In addition, surface type [17] , [20] , tire type [21] , tire inflation [22] , and fore-aft distribution of the total mass [23] have been identified as factors influencing rolling resistance, and therefore, increased effort in propulsion. Only few of these studies [16] , [17] , [19] , [23] used over ground motion rather than stationary propulsion, i.e., treadmill or roller system. Studies incorporating free-wheeling wheelchair movement are more representative of propulsion in real life, but these free-wheeling studies have been limited to straight maneuvers.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. system mass and mass distribution, among others. Wheelchair dynamics during typical everyday wheelchair motion are influenced by inertia changes during starting, stopping and turning. Studies limited to straight maneuvers, especially during steady state velocity, are not able to discern the accelerations due to changes in speed and direction. Measuring the kinetic energy (KE) during more representative maneuvers will provide a fuller understanding of wheelchair dynamics.
A few studies have described energy measurement during over ground wheelchair mobility. Coutts [24] investigated the dynamics of a moving wheelchair, describing wheelchair propulsion in terms of acceleration, drag force, propulsion power and work, as a function of wheels' rotation and wheelchair inertial properties. Guo et al., [25] investigated the energy of the musculoskeletal system and power flow over the upper limb segments based on a kinematic model of manual propulsion. The study of De Saint Remy and Vaslin [26] showed the KE variations during straightforward displacement, with a method combining the measurement of the acceleration and the breaking force. Supporting this finding, a recent study confirmed that the user's mechanical actions during the propulsion cycle modify both the rolling resistance and the stability of the wheelchair [27] . Although these studies increased the knowledge on the dynamics of a moving wheelchair, their analyses were restricted to straightforward displacements. Therefore, measuring KE of wheelchairs moving through different trajectories, as happens in real life, has not yet been described.
The objective of this study was to develop a systematic method to measure, calculate and analyze the KE as the output of wheelchair movement. This technique is capable of partitioning the KE of a wheelchair during a free rolling state, including accelerating and braking in either straight or turning motion. The ability to measure and partition KE of a free-wheeling wheelchair will permit the objective comparison of different types and configurations of wheelchairs over a variety of maneuvers that represent real world mobility. Objective comparisons of performance would be useful for both clinicians and wheelchair users during the wheelchair evaluation and selection process.
II. METHODS
A. Design Criteria
In order to achieve a usable and sensitive technique, several design criteria were defined: 1) the measurement equipment should be compatible with most commercially available wheelchairs; 2) data collection must permit KE measurement during freewheeling maneuvers that include changes in speed and direction; 3) the equipment should not impact wheelchair propulsion and have minimal influence on overall system mass and inertia. Performance considerations included the ability to determine: 1) the KE of the whole system ; 2) the energy of each rigid body in the wheelchair assembly; 3) the KE components based on the trajectory. Plotted as a function of time, the KE at a certain time should reflect the mechanical features of the wheelchair moving over a certain trajectory at a certain speed. 
B. Theoretical Approach
In essence, the wheelchair can be viewed as an assembly of seven rigid bodies: frame, left and right drive wheels, left and right caster forks, and left and right caster wheels. The total energy of a wheelchair in motion is comprised of the sum of the kinetic and potential energy of all these components. However, potential energy effects can be neglected when the motion is on flat ground. A kinematic description of the wheelchair in motion is the first step in the KE partitioning approach. Maneuvering the wheelchair over ground, or freewheeling, requires force input to both drive wheels. Characterizing the motion of the drive wheels during freewheeling enables the determination of all other kinematic variables, except for caster orientation in some special cases. These kinematic variables include the following.
Velocity of the wheelchair at the center of mass.
Yaw rotation rate of chair.
Yaw rotation rates of the left and right casters relative to frame.
Left and right drive wheel spin rate.
Left and right caster spin rate.
The theoretical approach to determine the aforementioned kinematic variables is as follows. By measuring the drive wheels' rotation rates, the turning radius, velocity of the center of mass as well as the yaw rotation rate of the chair can be determined, assuming the wheelchair rolls without slipping. The mechanical model of the wheelchair with all pertinent kinematic variables and chair parameters used in the derivation are shown in Fig. 1 . This model assumes zero rear wheel camber to simplify the analysis. The origin is placed at the midpoint of the rear axle with the , , and -axis representing roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively. Rear wheels spacing is denoted as , front wheels spacing as , caster trail as , and distance of caster stem forward of rear axle is . The model also assumes left-right symmetry in the chair such that the center of gravity (CG) is located at the midline, forward from the rear axle at a distance, .
The yaw rotation rate of the chair is dependent on the drive wheels' rotation rates, and that dependence is expressed as (1) The velocity of the CG is based upon two parameters as shown in (2): the velocity of the origin which is based upon the rotation rates and diameters of the drive wheels, and the product of the frame's yaw rate and the distance between the origin and CG (2) Similar application of the kinematics equation for rigid bodies would yield a relation between the known velocity of the origin , to the velocities of the left and right casters. Assuming the casters roll without slipping, dividing the velocities by their respective radii yield the left and right caster rotation rates, (3) and (4), where is the velocity of the origin given as the first parameter in (2)
Caster yaw rates were derived based on geometrical relations present during turning. When the wheelchair turns, every point in the wheelchair follows a curvilinear path which, at any moment in time, can be fitted to a circle. This circle has a center located at point in Fig. 1 and a turning radius measured to the point of interest. The following radii were derived: distances from to left and right caster stems, and , respectively, distances from to left and right caster centers, and
Caster angle relative to the frame, and caster yaw rotation rates via derivative, can be determined from geometry when the wheelchair moves in either forward or reverse directions. The presence of the caster trail complicates the calculation of caster swivel when the chair switches from forward to reverse motion. To circumvent this limitation, we further constrain the freewheeling motion to avoid caster reversal. It then follows that the angles the casters make relative to the wheelchair frame can be computed using (9) and (10) 
The KE of the wheelchair in freewheeling on flat ground is the summation of the KE of its parts (13) , which is During freewheeling motion, the KE terms in (1) can be partitioned into three broad categories of energy: translational KE, rotational KE and turning KE. Translational energy, the first term in (1), represents the energy of linear motion. Rotational energy represents the energy of all four wheels spinning on their axes and is calculated by the sum of the four terms using drive and caster wheel velocities. Finally, turning energy is embodied by the terms containing the yaw rate , which includes the yaw rate of the whole chair and the caster fork assembly.
In addition to the kinematic variables, the necessary parameters to estimate the KE of the wheelchair in freewheeling are the mass and the moments of inertia. It is understood that the movement of masses in a system changes the moments of inertia. The wheelchair in motion invariably has nonconstant because of the swivel of the casters. Because it is impractical to know exactly how changes over time, our analysis assumes one value of that is representative of a chair with casters facing forward such as when moving forward.
Both mass and its distribution affect how the energy is partitioned from a systems standpoint. Clearly, energy components containing the chair mass and chair yaw moment of inertia dominate the remaining terms because they are measured at the systems level as opposed to the component level. However, the rotational energy terms become more important at high speeds or high rotation rates even with their relatively small moments of inertia. Because of the interplay between mass and mass distribution (moment of inertia) and their variable influences across different speeds, it is logical to measure wheelchair energy using maneuvers that highlight different energy components. Maneuvers that require changes in speed and direction will be able to reflect the varying influences of each type of energy.
Algorithm
Wheelchair kinematic analysis begins with measuring the rotation of both drive wheels. The angular velocities of the wheels were then computed using a finite difference derivative of the two-wheel rotation data. Wheel angular velocities were low-pass filtered using a second-order Butterworth filter at 2-Hz cut-off frequency. Using published data on daily wheelchair usage, we defined 2 m/s as an acceptable speed during wheelchair maneuvers [12] . This corresponds to 1 Hz (1 wheel rotation per second), hence the 2-Hz cut-off frequency. Logically, it then follows that other kinematic variables discussed in the theoretical analysis are computed using rigid body kinematic relationships. These kinematic variables together with inertia parameters feed into the system KE formulation. The formulation gives the total energy of the wheelchair in freewheeling, which can be partitioned into translational, rotational and turning energy.
C. Validation 1) Hardware:
The TiLite Aero Z ultra lightweight wheelchair (K0005 class) was used for all the tests. The unloaded chair weighed 12.1 kg and was configured with spoke wheels, pneumatic tires, and side guards and no other accessories such as armrests or anti-tip bars. Inertial parameters of the wheelchair and its components were measured by two separate devices. Rotational inertia measurements of the drive wheels, caster wheels, and caster forks were taken using a system based on the established Trifilar Pendulum [28] , [29] , which measures the rotational inertia based on the mass and the frequency of oscillation. To do so, each wheelchair component was positioned in the center of a flat triangular plate that was suspended by three wires on its vertices. The plate was then manually rotated and a camera (Canon Powershot S5 IS, Canon, Õita, Japan) that is capable of high speed video recording (60 fps) recorded fifty complete cycles which was then used to determine the frequency of oscillation. The rotational inertia of the entire wheelchair was measured by a device designed for this purpose, the iMachine. It consists of a platform supported by load cells on a spring-damped rotational axle. A complete description of the system and its validation were reported elsewhere [30] .
In order to obtain accurate measurements of wheel velocities, two high-precision M-260 optical encoders (Encoder Products Co., Sandpoint, ID, USA) were mounted on each drive wheel Fig. 2 . The encoders were connected to the LabJack U6 (Lab- jack Corp., Lakewood, CO, USA) data acquisition device, positioned on a plastic plate under the seat, located at the wheelchair's center of mass. A Q1u tablet (Samsung, Samsung Town, Seoul, South Korea) served as storage for all data collected from the encoders and provided power for the Labjack. The instrumentation of the wheelchair was configured to minimize influence of the system's mass and inertia. This data acquisition hardware added 1.86 kg to the wheelchair's mass and increased its rotational inertia by 5.9%.
2) Participants and Protocol: To validate the analysis method over different conditions of wheelchair mobility, two able-bodied volunteers (male, ages 30 and 27), experienced in propelling wheelchairs, propelled through different maneuvers. The methods used in this study were reviewed and approved by the Georgia Institute of Technology's Institutional Review Board. Four maneuvers were defined to assess the methodology's sensitivity in distinguishing different types of energy within movements comprised of translation, turning and changes in speed. The four maneuvers were as follows.
a) Straight Run: Starting from rest the subject accelerated in a straight line as fast as possible reaching maximum speed using six consecutive pushes within 15 m. 3) Data Analysis: All data were analyzed using custom codes in MATLAB R2011a (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Specifically, MATLAB codes written for this procedure performed wheel rotation rate computations, data filtering, KE estimation, and plotting based on input wheel rotation data from the wheel-mounted encoders. A descriptive analysis of the data is presented whereby both the peak and average energy values are used as basis for comparing across courses, and also as evidence of changing in energy partitioning in different energy components.
III. RESULTS
To compare how the energy was partitioned in different courses, mean and peak values from were calculated. For the Straight run, Zero Radius Turn, and Finite Radius Turn courses, data consisted of three trials for each of the two subjects. Slalom course data consisted on only one trial by each subject. Tables I and II energy-time relationships of one representative trial of each maneuver to illustrate its unique energy features. Detailed discussion of each maneuver is presented separately.
A. Straight Run
The KE partition of a straight motion test run is shown in Fig. 4 . A straight maneuver highlights the close relationship between speed and KE and the cyclical oscillations of each that result from the propulsion strokes Fig. 4 .
As expected, the translational KE component was dominant, with a lesser contribution of rotational KE from the wheels and casters, and virtually no contribution from the turning KE component. Note that in both the peak and average KE values for the straight run shown in Tables I and II, the percentage of total KE represented by the translational and rotational components were about 84% and 15%, respectively, with the remaining 1% accounted for by the slight turning during the maneuver. This stems from the fact that the chair speed and wheel rotation speed are kinematically linked, and this ratio remains true whenever the chair moves straight. Starting from rest, the speed increased dramatically during the first three pushes and reached a plateau of approximately 2.3 m/s that was maintained until the last push. 
B. Zero Radius Turn
The KE partition of a wheelchair performing a zero radius turn shows a markedly different energy partition than the straight run Fig. 5 . The turning KE component contributes the greatest percentage of the total KE, with the translational and rotational KE components contributing smaller and relatively equal amounts. As with the straight maneuver, one KE component is dominant. However, in a zero radius turn, the total KE was about seven times less in magnitude. This result is not surprising, however, given that the rectilinear inertia of the chair far exceeds the turning inertia. In the execution of this maneuver, the chair spins approximately at the midpoint of the rear axle instead of at the center of mass.
Because the center of mass is offset forward from the axle, any zero-radius turn would result in the center of mass moving slightly which resulted in a finite but nonzero translational KE. The bimodal shape of the velocity curve shown in Fig. 5 was the result of performing two pushes in the course of a turn.
C. Finite Radius Turn
Executing a finite radius turn requires a combination of both translation and turning movements. Since the movement started from rest, a rapid rise in speed quickly elevated the KE of the system Fig. 6 . Afterward, total KE stabilized to a level and an interchange of energy between translational and turning components was observed. Drops in translational KE component occurred at the same time as peaks in turning KE. This pattern results from the fact that the user can only make the wheelchair turn when pushing the handrims. When the hands are released from the handrims during the recovery stroke, the wheelchair tends to travel tangent to the circular path until another push is initiated. The velocity in finite radius turn was much less as compared to going straight ( m s versus m s), and that is reflected in the lower average and peak total KE. Rises and falls in velocity for this maneuver were not as dramatic as compared to the straight runs because of shortened propulsion strokes needed to follow the curved path.
D. Slalom Course
When moving through a slalom course, the translational and turning KE varied greatly due to variations in speed and turning radii throughout the course Fig. 7 . Wider cone spacings at the beginning allowed for higher speeds and less pronounced turns, hence the high levels of translational KE and low levels of turning KE. Toward the end of the course, a decrease in translational KE from more demanding turns that required a slower speed. An important characteristic of the velocity plot that is worth mentioning is the rough, jagged-looking velocity curve that was not present in other maneuvers. The slalom course requires a lot of control to maneuver the chair around the cones. Maneuverability is made possible by braking and/or accelerating the handrims in a specific way in order to speed up, slow down and turn the chair. The unevenness of the velocity is an indication of control or lack thereof, during the run.
IV. DISCUSSION
This is the first study to present a systematic method to partition the KE of a wheelchair during freewheeling. Since the wheelchair is an assembly of distinct components, partitioning the KE allows better understanding of the energy interchange among them. Wheelchair maneuvers that include acceleration/ deceleration and straight/turning movements reflect the varying contributions of each type of energy to the total KE. This method permits a powerful means to study the efficiency of wheelchair propulsion by considering how work input by the user is converted into KE.
Previous studies addressed wheelchair propulsion efficiency in terms of muscle activity, handrim forces and metabolic cost [3] - [6] using stationary propulsion or straight maneuvers. These studies greatly contributed to the understanding of how muscles work during manual propulsion, the forces applied on the handrims and how cardio respiratory system responds to increasing speeds. Similarly, previous work seeking to calculate work and energy during wheelchair propulsion was limited to straight motion [31] - [34] . Straight trajectories best demonstrate the effects of system mass (translational inertia) and friction. Because these are dominant influences, these previous studies are useful in reporting those influences. However, limitations in instrumentation prevented the previous studies to fully characterize the energy response. One advantage of having wheel rotation data is to determine the freewheeling trajectory, which reports a complete picture of what actually happens when there are energy exchanges between components. The approach described here has the resolution to measure the rise and fall in KE corresponding to a propulsion cycle Fig. 4 . Rising KE is attributed to the increase in speed during the propulsion stroke with the subsequent decrease in KE occurring during the recovery phase when speed decreases due to energy dissipation from rolling resistance and other frictional influences. Characterizing this energy dissipation is one way to evaluate the mechanical efficiency of manual wheelchairs. Greater energy loss can be attributed to a less efficient wheelchair.
V. CONCLUSION
Wheelchair mobility comprises an interaction of factors related to the user, equipment and environment. When addressing mechanical efficiency, the wheelchair can be considered as an assembly of components whose interaction influences the effort required to move about. This is the first study to objectively partition KE as the output of a wheelchair during freewheeling maneuvers. The approach can be applied to a variety of commercially available wheelchairs with minimal influence on mass and inertia. The method showed proper sensitivity to differentiate KE over maneuvers with different speeds and trajectories. In particular, the slalom maneuver highlights the continuous interchange of translational and turning KE components and underscores the need of using maneuvers endowed with accelerations and decelerations when investigating manual wheelchair propulsion efficiency. Future research should apply this KE partitioning technique to investigate the differences in wheelchair types and configurations. This will help clinicians and manufacturers to prescribe and develop the most suitable equipment that meets users' needs and expectations.
